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ABSTRACT 
Background

Poisoning is a major cause of death in young adults. The epidemiological factors 
such as geography, occupation, literacy rate can influence the clinical presentation 
and outcome of the poisoning patients. Poisoning has a significant impact on the 
economic and social life of individuals. 

Objective

The main objective of this study is an effort to evaluate the characteristic of poisoning 
cases and identify the reasons for Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission.

Method 

This was a prospective observational study at Bharatpur Hospital ICU over a period 
of one year. Demographic profiles, poison characteristics, types and reasons for 
poisoning, duration of hospital stay, and outcome of the patients were studied.

Result

A total of 156 patients were admitted with poisoning. Females were affected more 
than males with a ratio of F:M= 1.6:1. The age group that consumed poison the most 
was 16-25 years, and the mean age group of males was 35±14 years and 29±11 years 
respectively. The main cause of poisoning was conflicts/quarrel. Organophosphorus 
compound was the most common poisoning with 53% of total cases due to it. There 
were 07 cases of accidental poisoning secondary to mushroom poisoning. The mean 
duration of stay in ICU of these patients was 04 days. The total fatality rate due to 
poisoning was 07%.

Conclusion

The significant proportion of Intensive Care Unit admission was due to 
organophosphorus compounds. It was more common among females and young age 
groups. This calls for special health education on chemical safety among vulnerable 
people along with efficient supervision in regulatory controls on chemicals and its 
use.
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INTRODUCTION
Acute poisoning constitutes a significant source of 
morbidity, mortality, and health care expenditure 
worldwide.1,2 These poisoning could be accidental and 
intentional poisonings or drug overdoses. Most of the 
poisoning is due to the intentional self-harm.3 Poisoning 
is a major cause of death in young adults and is a major 
public health problem.4,5 Acute poisoning is a result of 
intentional or accidental or homicidal ingestion, contact or 
entry of harmful chemical substances into the body. The 
toxic effects commonly occur almost immediately, usually 
within hours from the time of exposure. It is one of the 
common reasons for visits to emergency departments and 
for hospitalization.5,6 Poison may be absorbed through 
gastrointestinal route, respiratory route or contact with 
body surface, in the amounts causing ill effects or death.7 
The pattern of poisoning varies in different parts depending 
on a variety of factors such as the availability of different 
poisons, demography, education, socio-economic status, 
religious and cultural influences and prescribing habits.8,9 
The epidemiological factors such as geography, occupation, 
literacy rate, urgency of management can influence 
the clinical presentation and outcome of the poisoning 
patients.10

Various studies have identified poisoning as a significant 
global public health problem. According to WHO data, an 
estimated 107,000 deaths were caused by unintentional 
poisonings in 2016 worldwide. Of these deaths, the 
majority occurred in low and middle income countries. 
It is estimated that deliberate ingestion of pesticides 
causes 370,000 deaths each year. It is estimated that some 
forms of poisons are directly or indirectly responsible for 
more than 1 million illnesses worldwide annually.2,11 The 
incidence is much higher in the developing and resource-
limited countries.

Few of the studies on epidemiological and clinical 
profile have been done in Nepal, but most of them are 
retrospective data on general poisoning. However, little is 
known about the poisoning profile in intensive care settings 
in the southern lowland part of central Nepal.

The present study was conducted to characterize acute 
poisoning cases admitted at ICU of Bharatpur Hospital with 
regards to demographic factors, common toxic agents used, 
duration of stay in the ICU and cause for poisoning. All cases 
of alleged poisoning attending the emergency department 
of Bharatpur Hospital are triaged based on severity and 
shifted to the Ward / ICU for further management.

METHODS
This was a descriptive observational study conducted in the 
ICU of tertiary referral governmental hospital. The duration 
of the study period was one year from August 2018 to 
July 2019 [Fiscal year 2075/2076 BS]. The ethical approval 

for the study was obtained from the institutional review 
committee, and an informed consent for the participation 
in the study was taken from the relatives for each patient. 
During this study duration, all the cases of suspected acute 
poisoning admitted to the ICU were included in the study. 
Any patient who were referred, discharged, left against 
medical advice or death within 24 h of ICU admission 
were excluded from the study. All the patients were first 
seen and evaluated in the emergency department, brief 
history and clinical examination performed and life support 
measures carried out. Patients were then transferred to 
ICU for further management based on severity. Complete 
blood counts, urea, creatinine, serum electrolytes, random 
blood glucose, liver function test and coagulation profile 
were routinely done for all the patients admitted.

The structured questionnaire consisting of demographic 
profiles, age, sex, occupation, socioeconomic status, and 
comorbid conditions were recorded from the patient 
or patient relatives. The information regarding the 
poisonous substance or drug included the type of drug, 
route, intention of poisoning, duration of the first visit to 
the hospital, total duration of hospital stay, and outcome 
were analyzed. The type of poison was confirmed from 
the clinical presentation of the patient, circumstantial 
evidence, and the remaining container or packets brought 
by the patient’s relatives. All the patients were managed 
with supportive measures, specific antidotes (if applicable) 
and system based supportive care based on standard 
protocol of the hospital.

All the data were recorded and analyzed in IBM SPSS 
version 21.0, Armonk NY: IBM corp. frequency, distribution, 
mean, standard deviation was computed. The descriptive 
statistics are presented as number of cases, percentages 
and mean.

RESULTS
During the study period of one year, we had 208 cases of 
poisoning that were admitted into the ICU. Amongst the 
admitted cases which 156 were due to chemical poisoning, 
109 cases were of snake bite and 2 cases of arthropod 
sting (bee and Hymenoptera). One case was diagnosed and 
managed symptomatically as an unknown bite. Poisoning 
that occurred secondary to ingestion was the major focus 
of our study.

Of the total 156 cases of poisoning, we found that the 
female to male ratio was 1.6 (females= 96, males = 60). 
Majority of the cases belonged to the 16-25 years age 
group (45.8%), followed by patients belonging to the 26-35 
years age group (25.0%) as shown in figure 1. The mean 
ages of males and females who consumed poison were 
35±14 years and 29±11 years respectively.
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Poisoning was found to be common among farmers 
(34.30%) followed by students (30.8%). Details about the 
occupation of people consuming poison are shown in table 
1.

mushroom poisoning (18.2%) and Aluminum phosphide 
poisoning (18.2%).

DISCUSSION
Acute poisoning remains a public health problem with 
significant morbidity and mortality and is one of the major 
causes for emergency visit and hospital admission.5 Prompt 
diagnosis and appropriate management is crucial for better 
clinical outcome.

In this study, the ratio of female cases was higher (61.5%) 
than males. Various studies within Nepal have reported 
similar female predominance in poisoning cases.12,13 
Females are more vulnerable for suicidal attempts and 
poisoning than the males in developing countries due to 
increased risk of domestic physical and sexual violence, 
problematic marital relationship, lack of emotional support, 
economic and social hardship.13,14 Since all patients with 
poisoning that were admitted to the ICU at Bharatpur 
Hospital are only the study population, the actual gender 
ratio might differ when all the patients that are admitted to 
emergency care are included.

Most of the poisoning were from the age group 16-25 years. 
Similar incidence in the young age group was reported in 
various studies.10,15-17 This young age of presentation could 
be due to the dynamic nature and role of this age group, and 
pressure from family, peers, society, workplace and various 
role conflicts.10,13,15,18,19 Factors associated with increased 
stress like family conflict, peer pressure, personal and 
social responsibilities, conflict with in-laws, unemployment 
etc. provides an individual with negative thought and 
perception towards self and inability to cope with these life 
stressors, pushes himself to extreme measures like suicide.  

Almost all cases of poisoning were due to suicidal intention 
(95.5%) and impulsive act being the most common. Similar 
findings were reported in other studies.10,16,17 It was a direct 
result of conflict and impulsive act since the majority of the 
patients were from a young age group. We did not find any 
strong risk factors or underlying cause for self poisoning 
for which it would be easy to suggest interventions. It is 
likely that combination of factors like unemployment, 
broken relationships, domestic violence could have played 
role with acute stressful events, which led to an eventual 
suicide attempt. Pesticides are the easiest method for self 
harm in agricultural societies in developing countries, the 
high incidence of self harm translates into high numbers of 
severe acute pesticide poisoning.18

The most common cause for poisoning was due to 
organophosphorus compounds. People with farming 
(agriculture) as their main occupation mostly use this 
compound. Easy availability of these compounds in 
their community, keeping of the pesticides within close 
proximity to the household may be the reason why these 
compounds have such a high incidence of misuse.20 Studies 

Figure 1. Age-wise distribution of poisoning among cases in the 
ICU

Figure 1: Age-wise distribution of poisoning among cases in the ICU

NUMBER 1: Showing percentage of males and females consuming poison as per their age category.

Poisoning was found to be common among farmers (34.30%) followed by students (30.8%). Details

about the occupation of people consuming poison are shown in table number 1.
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Table 1. Showing the occupation of people who consumed 
poison.

Occupation profile

Student Farmer Housewife Job holder in a 
company

Owner of 
business

30.7% 33.9% 25.6% 8.9% 0.6%

Table 2. Showing the causes of poisoning

Conflicts/
Quarrel

Threatening family 
members

Financial 
cause

Accidental 
consumption

59.6% 21.2% 14.7% 4.5%

Table 3. Showing the poisons consumed for poisoning.

Types of Poison Consumed Number of cases (Percentage)

Organophosphorus 83 (53.2)

Organo-carbamates 13 (8.3)

Zinc/Aluminum Phosphide 27 (17.3)

Mushroom poisoning 7 (4.5)

Drug overdose 4 (2.5)

Chemicals 11 (7.0)

Unknown compounds 11 (7.0)

One hundred forty-nine cases (95.5%) were intentional 
poisoning whereas rest were due to accidental consumption. 
We found that conflicts/quarrel (including conflicts within 
the family members and friends) to be the most common 
cause of intentional poisoning. Major reasons for poisoning 
are shown in table 2.

We found organophosphorus compounds were mostly 
misused for self-harm. Other chemicals that were used for 
poisoning are shown in table 3.

The mean duration of ICU stay was 05±04 days with a 
maximum stay duration of 22 days due to OP poisoning. 
The overall mortality of the patient due to poisoning was 
07% (n=11). Organophosphorus poisoning was responsible 
for the greatest number of deaths (45.5%), followed by 
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done across different centers in developing countries 
also describe similar findings reflecting a huge burden 
of the problem.12,21 The ease of availability of such lethal 
means of self-harm may influence patterns of suicide. 
Suicidal impulses are often short lived, and these acts are 
unplanned, the methods used are those that are readily 
available at the time of acute distress.14 A proportion of 
suicides will be prevented if time can be ‘bought’ allowing 
such impulses to pass by making the means of suicide less 
readily available.22 All accidental poisoning occurred due 
to consumption of poisonous Mushroom (4.5%). People, 
especially in the suburban/rural area used wild mushrooms 
as an option for vegetables. Consumption of these 
mushrooms occurred due to ignorance of these patients 
rather than as a recreation or an attempt of self harm. 
This is consistent with other studies carried out in Nepal.13 
Farmers and agricultural workers face chronic health effects 
from chronic exposure to pesticides.23 Farmers can have 
minor symptoms due to occupational pesticides exposure 
and they may not generally seek medical consultation and 
the milder cases that do seek care at health facilities often 
go unrecognized because the symptoms are similar to 
other health conditions.24-26 However, in case of suicidal use 
of pesticides and accidental exposure, close relatives seek 
early emergency medical services; even if the ingested 
dose of pesticide is not fatal. This could be the reason for 
an increased number of cases of suicidal ingestion in this 
study.

The mean duration of stay of all poisoned patients in 
our ICU was 05±04 days, and mean duration of stay of 
patients with OP was 07 days. The duration of ICU stay 
was longer in patients with organophosphorus poisoning. 
The longer duration required for patients to recover, 
longer duration of antidote and mechanical ventilation 
in organophosphorus poisoning as observed in the study 
might have contributed to a longer duration of ICU stay. 
Pulmonary complications such as increased secretion, 
pneumonia and respiratory paralysis are frequently seen in 
patients with organophosphorus poisoning which leads to 
longer duration of stay in ICU.10,27

As Bharatpur Hospital is a government hospital with 
majority of patients from low socio economic status, any 

prolonged duration of stay adds economic burden to such 
patients. In a span of 1 year, we had overall mortality of 
7% due to poisoning. Late arrival to the hospital, chemical 
nature of the poison ingested and cardio respiratory 
complications due to poisoning are the most important 
factors responsible for mortality in such patients.

This study only focused on the profiles of chemical 
poisoning, other causes for poisoning and other means 
of intentional self-harm were not known. Since this was 
a single center hospital based study and only enrolled 
the serious cases of poisoning admitted to intensive care 
units, the actual scenario in milder cases who were treated 
in general wards could be different, and this may be 
considered as the limitation of the study.

CONCLUSION
Acute poisoning in any form is a medical emergency that 
requires prompt admission and management in the ICU. 
Early identification of the poison, rapid resuscitation with 
standard management and continuous observation of 
the patients can reduce the complication and mortality 
due to poisoning. Poisoning as a disease affects all age 
groups however, poisoning by the people of a productive 
age group after conflict or as a tool to threaten family 
members for attention is concerning. Until the compounds 
like organophosphorus are easily available to the public, 
targets in reducing overall incidence of deliberate self-harm 
cannot be achieved. Single poisoning attempt by patients 
creates economic and psychological burden to themselves 
and their family members. Hence, implementation of strict 
regulations and rules in marketing of these poisonous 
compounds need to be done.  To reduce the incidence of 
poisoning in young age groups, awareness programs in 
schools, colleges and communities are required. Timely 
consultation with medical personnel and mental health 
professionals will help minimize the risk of next attempt 
in deliberate self-harm. Establishment of separate wards 
for poison patients, implementation of guidelines / criteria 
for ICU admission of poisoned patients will help reduce 
unnecessary admission of patients in the Intensive Care 
Unit and reduce unnecessary cost burden to the patient.
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